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The Scaled Lord’s Swamp Domain 
By Andrew Shields 

 

Random Encounters 
1. 2d6 small frogling warriors. 

2. 1d6 lizard warriors. 

3. Green slime drips on the party. 

4. 1d3 violently insane dwarves. 

5. Swarm of carnivorous frogs. 

6. Swarm of suckbats. 

 Froglings can summon other froglings if one takes a round to croak 

alarm. This can be heard all over the compound, but froglings are 

cowardly and may choose to run instead of assisting. 

 None of the locals will attack each other. 

 Each frogling and lizard warrior has a necklace with a single black 

iridescent scale on it. If taken from them, it goes pale and brittle. 

 

Key Obvious Upon Searching Occupants 
 

1 

The Reeking Hole 

 

Reeking hole, 10’ across. Bones 

belched up from the dark. Slippery 

slope down. 

 

 Easy. Barfed-up backpack 

with supplies, including 150 

sp. Right at the lip of the hole. 

 Easy. There used to be stairs 

in this muddy throat. 

  

Frogbeast. Lairs in the pit below, 

keeps the rest of the swamp 

critters from venturing in. Attacks 

with tongue from the dark. 

 The frogbeast really dislikes 

suckbats. Flees to 3 if 

attacked with them. 

 

 

2 

Frogbeast Lair 

 

 Reeking hole, N. (1) 

 Doors E (3), W (x) battered 

and rotted out of their frames, 

in pieces. 

 

Sludgy frogbeast nest, NE corner. 

 Medium. In the nest. 1d6 

swords, assortment of mace 

heads, 2 broken shields, total 

375 silver and 20 gold. 

 Medium. This used to be 

servant quarters. 

 Hard. Bottom of the nest. 

Pouch of gems, 5, each worth 

50 gp. 

 Hard. Secret door in the south 

wall, push stud on wheel hub 

on chariot and 4’x3’ door 

opens into a dark hall. 

 

Green slime in the frogbeast nest. 

(It was immune; maybe the 

frogbeast excreted this thing.) It is 

passive unless touched by those 

searching the nest. 

 

3 

Curving Tunnel 

 Doorway at the end, SE (4). 

 

 6” of water, slippery. 

 Medium. 12’ up on the roof 

just inside from 2, a cluster of 

base-ball sized eggs in a 

mound of jelly.  

 

 

 

4 

Treefall 

Roof is broken in SW corner by a 

treefall, half the room filled with 

the tree. 

 

 Water 1’ deep. 

 Easy. Mostly-obscured entries 

to the East and West. 

 Medium. Pegs are stuck in the 

trunk here and there, and lots 

of web-foot travel on the log 

up and down. 

 Medium. This used to be a 

kitchen. The tree fell down 

through the chimney area. 

 Hard. Secret door in the NE 

corner, cupboard on hinges. 

 

 4 frogling warriors, 4 pots 

of suckbats. The froglings 

will hurl clay pots with 1 

swarm of suckbats each at the 

group, one a round (or more if 

the group splits.) They will 

run rather than fight. 

Top of the tree: If they pursue up 

the tree trunk, there is a small 

island surrounded by lilly pads, 

and 1d6 froglings will come from 

the swamp each round to fight. 
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Key Obvious Upon Searching Occupants 
 

5 

Frogling Nest 

 Doorway E (4), W (7) steps 

up, and S (6) curved steps up. 

 

Orchestra pit N, 1’ deep water. 

Open space carpeted with 3’ lily 

pads from the swamp. 20’ ceiling 

in here. 

 Water 1’ deep. 

 

 Easy. Walls decorated with 

mosaics of feasting scenes. 

 Easy. This used to be a dining 

room. Lots of light fixtures on 

the walls, for gas lamps. 

 Hard. Secret door in the 

orchestra pit, N. Just above 

waterline. Pull lamp fixture. 

 

 2d12 Frogling warriors. The 

rest are foraging in the 

swamp, but each round there 

is a chance 1d6 more will 

arrive if they hear combat. 

 

6 

Overlook Pavilion 

 Open air. Stairs down E curve 

N (5). Railing, then a strip of 

land, then lake with lily pads. 

 

Stone gazebo W roof and inside 

covered in thick comfy moss. 2 

benches facing both ways. 

  1d10 Frogling warriors. The 

rest are foraging in the 

swamp, but each round there 

is a chance 1d6 more will 

arrive if they hear combat. 

Any froglings still in 5 will 

race to the rescue or flee to 4 

and out. 

 

 

7 

Great Hall 

 

 W stairs down (5), NW hall to 

(9). Great doors to E. 

 

30’ ceilings, floor with big 

puddles, massive roots growing 

down through the roof and down 

the S central wall. 

 

 Easy. A stone statue of a 

lizard person, about 10’ tall, 

has been worked into the 

roots on the S wall. 

 Medium. The statue looks 

centuries old, and it was 

carved with greater skill than 

lizard warriors possess. 

 1d6 Lizard Warriors. They 

won’t bother with sounds of 

fighting from 5 or croaking 

calls for help unless they hear 

the attackers too. Then they’ll 

call for help and investigate. 

 Protect the statue. They’ll 

die to protect the statue from 

being touched by intruders. 

 

 

8 

Lizard Nest 

 Hall S (7) with secret door in 

the hallway, W (10). 

 

  3d6 Lizard Warriors. They 

are resting here, but are 

immediately alert and 

available to help those in 7 or 

9 calling out for aid. 

 

 

9 

Scaled Lord 

 

 Hall S (7). Secret door W (2). 

 A throne takes up half the E 

wall, the Scaled Lord upon it. 

 A crude stone trough along 

the N wall looks like it is 

about 5 feet deep, with a ramp 

in the middle—built by lizard 

warriors. 

 Easy. The throne is made of 

various skulls, teeth, bones. 

 Medium. Under the throne, 

there are 12 gold bars. Each is 

worth 200 gold. 

 Scaled Lord. Lizardly 

centaur creature, able to speak 

and strategize, deadly tail, 

iridescent scales. 

 2 Giant Crocodiles. They 

obey the Scaled Lord and will 

fight to the death. 

 2d6 Lizard Warriors. 

 6 prisoners chained to the S 

wall in the middle. 

 

10 

Servant Nexus 

 

 Secret doors go N (2), E (8), 

S (5), and W (4). 

 

Narrow hallway designed for 

servants to get around. 

 Medium. A pile of debris 

below the Dark Thingtrap has 

a ring of invisibility and a +1 

shortsword, and a pouch of 15 

platinum. 

 Dark Thingtrap. It is 

recessed in an archway in the 

4-way intersection, with vines 

down the walls in all 4 

directions. It will try to snatch 

prey and drag them up to be 

chewed by its maw.  

 


